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Abstract

In recent years new cancer treatments improved survival in multiple histologies. Some

of these therapeutics, and in particular treatment combinations, are often associ-

ated with severe treatment-related adverse events (AEs). It is therefore important

to identify alternative de-intensified therapies, for example dose-reduced therapies,

with reduced AEs and similar efficacy. We introduce a sequential design for multi-

arm de-intensification studies. The design evaluates multiple de-intensified therapies

at different dose levels, one at the time, based on modeling of toxicity and efficacy

endpoints. We study the utility of the design in oropharynx cancer de-intensification

studies. We use a Bayesian nonparametric model for efficacy and toxicity outcomes

to define decision rules at interim and final analysis. Interim decisions include early

termination of the study due to inferior survival of experimental arms compared to

the standard of care (SOC), and transitions from one de-intensified treatment arm to

another with a further reduced dose when there is sufficient evidence of non-inferior

survival. We evaluate the operating characteristics of the design using simulations and
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data from recent de-intensification studies in human papillomavirus (HPV)-associated

oropharynx cancer.

Keywords: Bayesian design, De-intensification study, Multi-arm study

1 Introduction

In the last two decades several new cancer treatments have improved patient survival [39].

A large portion of new therapies consists of a backbone treatment, often chemotherapy or

radiation therapy, combined with an additional drug, for example a targeted therapy or

an immune checkpoint inhibitor. Some of these combination therapies improved survival,

but they are associated with severe AEs. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in

combination with cisplatin is a SOC in oropharynx cancer [1] with three year survival rates

close to 90% [1, 15]. However, the addition of cisplatin to IMRT is associated with a

substantial increase in acute and late AEs compared with IMRT alone [30]. Similarly, a

combination treatment including chemotherapy is the SOC for early-stage HER2-positive

breast cancer and it has a high rate of treatment-related AEs [27].

AEs associated with new anticancer treatments are the main motivation for testing if de-

intensified therapies maintain efficacy similar to the SOC and reduce treatment related AEs.

For instance, the recent studies E1308[26], OPTIMA[37], RTOG1016 [15], DeEscalate[28],

PAMELA [25] and KRISTINE [18] evaluated de-intensified therapies in oropharynx cancer

and breast cancer. De-intensification studies consider therapies that (i) are dose reductions

of SOC therapies, (ii) replace one component of the SOC combination therapy with a

potentially less toxic drug, or (iii) eliminate the backbone treatment from the SOC. In

all these cases the clinical study seeks to demonstrate that the de-intensified treatment has

survival outcomes similar to the SOC and reduces AEs.

The design that we introduce is motivated by a clinical study in HPV-associated orophar-
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ynx cancer at our institution. HPV is a DNA onco-virus [14]. HPV positive and negative

oropharynx cancer constitute distinct cancer sub-types with distinct molecular character-

istics and epidemiological profiles [14]. Several ongoing clinical studies are evaluating de-

intensified therapies [29]. The trial that we designed will evaluate two de-intensified thera-

pies which differ in the IMRT dose levels.

Two large de-intensification studies RTOG1016[15] and De-ESCALaTE [28], which re-

placed cisplatin with the EGFR inhibitor cetuximab, recently reported inferior survival under

the de-intensified therapy compared to the SOC (estimated overall survival hazard ratios

of 1.45 and 5 for RTOG1016 and De-ESCALaTE) without reducing AEs. De-intensified

studies in HPV-associated oropharynx cancer tend to use large margins [5] for testing non-

inferiority to reduce sample sizes at targeted type I/II error rates. These margins and

inadequate interim analyses can lead - as the results of RTOG1016 and De-ESCALaTE

suggest - to a large number of patients exposed to treatments with reduced efficacy. This

indicates the importance of sequential de-intensification designs to handle trade-offs between

power and the number of patients exposed to inferior and toxic treatments using adequate

interim analyses (IAs).

We introduce a Bayesian design for de-intensification studies. The design allows inves-

tigators to test multiple treatments sequentially, for instance two de-intensified treatments

with 80% and 40% of the original IMRT dose of the SOC. Using a Bayesian nonparametric

model for the distribution of survival times and AEs we specify sequential decision rules

to evaluate treatment response and toxicity reductions. These include early stopping rules

that are tuned to balance (i) the risk of patients receiving inferior treatments that reduce

survival and (ii) the need to identify non-inferior de-intensified treatments that reduce toxi-

cities. The multi-arm design evaluates de-intensified therapies one at the time starting from

dose-levels close to the SOC, with subsequent arms at lower dose-levels tested only if there is
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evidence of non-inferiority and reductions of AEs for the previous de-intensified treatments.

We discuss algorithms to tune stopping rules accordingly to pre-defined early stopping

probabilities under the null hypothesis of inferior survival or AEs identical to the SOC.

Additionally the design calibrates the type I error rate to approximately match a targeted

α-level. We evaluate the operating characteristics of the design using data from recent

de-intensification trials in HPV-associated oropharynx cancer.

De-intensification designs use non-inferiority (NI) testing procedures with a pre-defined

NI margin and evaluate if the efficacy of an experimental treatment is comparable to the

SOC [5]. Statistical considerations for NI studies concern the selection of a suitable testing

procedure, the specification of the NI margin ∆, and the study design, including early

stopping rules and the selection of the sample size [2, 35, 11, 21, 22]. [2] discussed NI

tests based on asymptotic techniques and [8, 42, 24] focused on the finite-sample operating

characteristics of NI tests. Exact NI tests have been discussed in [3, 24], and extensions to

time-to-event outcomes have been proposed in [35, 11]. Other contributions focused on the

selection of suitable NI margins ∆ [41, 17] and on the specification of early stopping rules

for sequential NI experiments [10, 23, 22].

Bayesian work on NI experiments includes NI testing methodologies and the use of

data from previous clinical studies in the analysis of NI experiments [40, 36]. [45] and [46]

discussed NI tests for binary endpoints using beta prior distributions, and [32] proposed the

use of Bernstein priors. [13] used Bayesian modeling to select the NI margin ∆ and [6, 4]

investigated Bayesian sample size calculations for single-stage NI tests.

The main difference between these non-sequential single-stage non-inferiority testing

procedures and our work is that we introduce a sequential design for de-intensification

studies with efficacy and toxicity co-primary endpoints. The design utilizes a non-parametric

Bayesian model to analyze survival data and AEs during the study. Key decision to pause,
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stop or continue the evaluation of de-intensified treatments, are based on data summaries

that quantify the trade-off between the risk of exposing patients to an inferior treatment

and the likelihood of demonstrating relevant reductions of AEs.

The outline of the paper is as follows. After introducing some notation in Section 2,

we present the de-intensification design for studies with efficacy endpoints (Section 2.1)

and for studies with efficacy and toxicity co-primary endpoints (Section 2.2). Section 3

summarizes the Bayesian probability model that we used. In Section 4.1 we evaluate the

operating characteristics of the trial design under different design parameters. Section 4.2

compares several de-intensification strategies in HPV-associated oropharynx cancer with

efficacy endpoints. Section 4.3 extends this comparison to oropharynx cancer studies with

efficacy and toxicity co-primary endpoints.

2 De-intensification design

We consider a phase II clinical study with k = 1, · · · , K de-intensified treatments. We

assume the study does not include a control arm. Simple modifications of the design that we

discuss allow to include a control arm. In the de-escalation setting, the SOC (k = 0) survival

distribution has been estimated previously and the SOC is associated with a substantial risk

of AEs. De-intensified treatments k = 1, · · · , K are likely to present better toxicity profiles

(i.e. reduced doses of the backbone treatment), but may reduce patients’ survival. In

practice K = 2 or 3. K = 2 in our study at DFCI.

We evaluate if one or multiple treatments k are non-inferior compared to the SOC and

reduce AEs. De-intensified treatments are ranked. For example, if k = 1, · · · , K are de-

intensified dose levels, the study starts testing the highest dose (k = 1), followed by further

dose reductions k = 2, . . . , K.

A maximum of n patients are enrolled. For each patient 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (Ti, Ci, Yi, Xi)
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indicates the assignment to arm Ci ∈ {1, · · · , K} at enrollment time Ti ≥ 0, and Yi and

Xi are the efficacy and toxicity outcomes. In our study, Yi indicates the progression free

survival (PFS) time and Xi is the time of the first treatment-related AE (grade ≥3). Fk(·)

and Gk(·) indicate the distributions of Yi and Xi for patients on treatment k, and nt,k and nt

are the number of enrollments to arm k and total number of enrollments at time t. Lastly,

Σt denotes the data collected until time t since the first enrollment.

In some cases AEs reductions of treatments k compared to the SOC can be anticipated or

have been demonstrated before the de-escalation study, while in other cases it is necessary to

estimate both toxicity and efficacy during the trial. Therefore we first introduce in Section

2.1 a design for clinical studies that utilize only survival outcomes for interim and final

decisions, and then extend in Section 2.2 the design to include both toxicity and efficacy co-

primary endpoints. The designs can be combined with any Bayesian model for the unknown

distributions Fk(·) and Gk(·).

2.1 De-intensification studies with efficacy primary outcomes

For each de-intensified treatment k, efficacy is quantified by a summary θk = θ(Fk) ∈ R.

A large θk corresponds to a large treatment effect. Examples include the median, or the

restricted mean survival time (RMST) E[min(Yi, tE)|Ci = k, Fk] at a pre-specified tE > 0.

For each k = 1, · · · , K the null and alternative hypotheses that we consider are

H0,k = {θk ∈ R : θk ≤ θ0 −∆} and HA,k = {θk ∈ R : θk > θ0 −∆k}. (1)

Here ∆ ≥ ∆k > 0 are pre-specified margins. Values of θk below θ0−∆ make arm k inferior,

whereas θk ≥ θ0 −∆k indicates an attractive alternative to the SOC. The design evaluates

treatments sequentially (we will consider K = 2), one after another, starting with arm
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k = 1, which is less likely to be inferior than the others.

Figure 1 illustrates the design and a list of possible decisions at interim analyses (IAs).

A maximum of mmax ≤ n patients will be assigned to each treatment and a minimum of

mNI ≤ mmax enrollments to treatment k are required before it can be declared non-inferior.

At regular time intervals t = 1, 2, · · · , (e.g. monthly or quarterly) IAs are conducted, and

the active experimental arm k may be (Panel B of Figure 1)

(i) declared non-inferior to the SOC, and the trial progresses to evaluate treatment k+1,

(ii) declared inferior to the SOC and the study terminates, or

(iii) enrollment to treatment k continues, or

(iv) enrollment is paused for a maximum follow-up time tFU since the last enrollment to

arm k, to allow the accumulation of sufficient information for testing H0,k.

[Figure 1 about here.]

[Table 1 about here.]

Let Dt = (Dt,1, Dt,2) indicate the de-intensified treatment Dt,1 ∈ {∅, 1, . . . , K} that

is evaluated between IAs t and t + 1 (∅ if the study is terminated at IA t), and Dt,2 ∈

{dE, dP , dT} denotes the status of the study during this time interval, where dE =”enrollment

is open”, dP = ”enrollment is paused ”, and dT = ”the study has been terminated” (Figure

1).

Stopping rules: Let bI(·) be a predefined futility stopping-boundary with 1 ≥ bI(nt,k) ≥ 0

(see Section 2.1.1 for details). Let Dt−1 = (k, dE) between IA t− 1 and t. Arm k is stopped

for futility at IA t if the probability of low efficacy becomes larger than bI(nt,k), i.e. if

p(θk ≤ θ0 −∆k|Σt) > bI(nt,k), (2)
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and the study is terminated, Dt = (∅, dT ).

If there is evidence of non-inferiority

p(θk > θ0 −∆|Σt) > bNI(nt,k), (3)

arm k is declared non-inferior to the SOC. Here 0 ≤ bNI(nt,k) ≤ 1 is a pre-specified non-

inferiority stopping boundary. If there is evidence of non-inferiority according to (3), the

study proceeds to treatment k + 1 conditionally on the availability of a sufficient sample

size nt ≤ n−mmax, i.e. Dt = (k + 1, dE). Otherwise, the study is terminated, Dt = (∅, dT ).

Pause enrollment: If the probabilities in (3) and (2) don’t cross the stopping boundaries,

then enrollment to arm k continues, Dt = (k, dE), unless the maximum enrollment per arm

mmax has been reached. When nt,k = mmax, enrollment is paused, i.e. Dt = (k, dP ), until

treatment k is declared non-inferior or inferior according to (2) and (3) at later IAs, or

until the follow-up time tFU since the last enrollment is reached. This potential pause is

necessary before testing arm k + 1 to limit patients’ exposure to inferior treatments. If the

probabilities in (3) don’t cross the stopping boundaries by the end of the follow-up period

tFU , the study closed and the null hypothesis H0,1 is not rejected.

2.1.1 Calibration of the design thresholds

We use functions bj(·), j = I or NI, of the form

bj(`) = 1− sj ×max

[
0,

`−mj

mmax −mj

]Sj

for ` = 1, 2, · · · ,mmax. (4)

The parameter Sj ≥ 0 determines the shape of bj(·), j = NI, I, which is decreasing from

1 to (1 − sj) ∈ [0, 1] when Sj > 0 and constant bj(n) = 1 − sj for mj ≤ n ≤ mmax when

Sj = 0. Here mNI and mI indicate the minimum number of enrollments necessary before
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H0,k can be rejected and before early futility stopping.

We fix S = (sI , SI , SNI ,mNI ,mI) (see Section 4.1 for a discussion on the selection of

these parameters), and calibrate the parameter sNI of the boundary bNI(·) that bounds the

type I error rate at the desired α level across a set FI of inferior (I) scenarios that satisfy

θ(F ) = θ0 −∆ for each F ∈ FI .

Scenarios: We use the historical control F0 (published Kaplan-Meier estimator) and

select a set of transformations F = g(F0) (proportional hazards, accelerated failure time,

proportional odds, etc.) such that θ(F ) = θ0 −∆ for each F in FI .

Controlling the type I error rate: For each F ∈ FI , we determine the largest value of

sNI,F that bounds the designs’ type I error rate for arm 1 at level α when F1 = F . We then

set sNI = minF∈FI
sNI,F . Relevant operating characteristics, such as power and the average

study duration, depends on the selected S, and in Section 4.1 we discuss the selection of

these parameters.

Calibration. We estimate sNI,F using a Monte-Carlo procedure, by simulating C trials

(we use C = 2000 in Section 4) with individual outcomes generated from F and random

enrollment times (with a fixed enrollment rate) of mmax patients. For each simulation

c = 1, · · · , C, we compute the number of enrollments n
(c)
t,1 by IA t = 1, 2, . . . , and the

posterior probabilities U
(c)
I,t and U

(c)
NI,t to declare inferiority (U

(c)
I,t ) in (2) and non-inferiority

(U
(c)
NI,t) in (3). Since U

(c)
NI,t > bNI(n

(c)
t,1) in (3) is equivalent to sNI < s

(c)
t , where

s
(c)
t =

(
1− U (c)

NI,t

)/
max

[
0,

n
(c)
t,1 −mNI

mmax −mNI

]SNI

,

the simulated trial c does not reject the null hypothesis H0,1 (at time t, or at any other

interim analysis) if sNI is larger or equal than s
(c)
NI = min s

(c)
t where the minimum is over

all t such that U
(c)
I,t′ < bI(n

(c)
t′,1) for t′ ≤ t. We then estimate sNI,F as the α-percentile of

{s(c)NI}Cc=1.
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2.2 Efficacy and toxicity co-primary outcomes

When little is known about AEs of the de-intensified treatments, it becomes necessary to

evaluate AEs together with efficacy as co-primary endpoints. Recall that Xi indicates the

time (months since enrollment) of the first AE (grade ≥ 3) for patient i, with distribution

function Gk for arm k, and βk is a toxicity summary. Small values of βk indicate high

toxicity. In Section 4.3 we use the RMST βk = E[min(Xi, tE)|Ci = k,Gk].

We consider the null and alternative hypotheses

H0,k = {(θk, βk) ∈ R2 : θk ≤ θ0 −∆ or βk ≤ β0}, and

HA,k = {(θk, βk) ∈ R2 : θk > θ0 −∆ and βk > β0 + ∆β},

where ∆β > 0, and extend the design in Section 2.1 to include toxicity outcomes.

Stopping rules: Treatment k, at time t ≥ 1, is declared non-inferior and less toxic than

the SOC if the posterior probability of HA,k crosses a pre-specified boundary bNI(nt,k), i.e.

p
(
{θk > θ0 −∆} ∩ {βk > β0}|Σt

)
≥ bNI(nt,k).

The function bNI(·) and the futility boundaries introduced below belong to the same para-

metric family (4). When H0,k is rejected the trial proceeds to enroll patients to arm k + 1

if the sample size nt ≤ n−mmax, otherwise the study terminates.

We extend the early termination rules for inferiority to include toxicities. Specifically,

arm k is stopped due to insufficient early evidence of toxicity reductions if the posterior

probability of the event {βk ≤ β0 + ∆β}, for ∆β ∈ R, exceeds the toxicity boundary

bT (nt,k), i.e. p
(
βk ≤ β0 + ∆β|Σt

)
> bT (nt,k).

Additionally, therapy k can be stopped for inferiority, if the posterior probability of the

event {θk ≤ θ0−∆k} becomes larger than the boundary bI(nt,k). The margin ∆k = ∆k(Σt)
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now depends on the current evidence of toxicity reductions i.e. a function of the available

toxicity data, and can vary during the study. In particular, with low evidence of toxicity

reductions we use a smaller margin than in presence of strong evidence of relevant toxicity

reductions,

∆k(Σt) =


∆ if p

(
βk ≤ β0 + ∆β|Σt

)
∈ (0, BT (nt,k)],

∆L if p
(
βk ≤ β0 + ∆β|Σt

)
∈ (BT (nt,k), 1],

(5)

where ∆ ≥ ∆L, BT (nt,k) < bT (nt,k), and BT (nt,k) is a parametric function of the form (4).

The arm is stopped early for inferiority if the posterior probability p
(
θk ≤ θ0 − ∆k|Σt

)
exceeds the boundary bI(nt,k).

Pause enrollment: Similar to Section 2.1, if the posterior probabilities don’t cross the

stopping boundaries, the study continues enrollment to arm k until mmax enrollments to

arm k is reached. If nt,k = mmax enrollment is paused and IAs are conducted until the

maximum follow-up time tFU is reached.

Calibration of decision rules: We first specify bT (·), BT (·), bI(·) and the shape parameter

of bNI(·). We then determine the parameter sNI of bNI(·) that approximately bounds the

type I error over a finite set of null scenarios (F,G) using an algorithm nearly identical to

Section 2.1.1. We include in the set of null scenarios two extreme cases:

(i) a degenerated toxicity distribution G without AEs in combination with distributions F

such that θ(F ) = θ0 −∆, where we consider again transformations F = g(F0) of the SOC

Kaplan-Meier estimate F0, and

(ii) the case F = F0 (we assume that the de-intensified treatment can not improve survival

compared to the SOC) and distributions G such that β(G) = β(G0).

Based on monotonicity relations that link the outcome distributions (F,G) and the

sequential decisions, if sNI bounds the type I error below α in the outlined settings (i) and
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(ii), then sNI bounds the type I error below α also under any other scenario within H0,k.

3 Prior Probability Model

In our oropharynx cancer study we considered several parametric models, but based on avail-

able prior data we observed unsatisfactory model fits and decided to use a non-parametric

prior. Both Fk and Gk are random survival functions with independent prior distributions.

We use a Beta-Stacy (BS) prior [44] for Fk and Gk. The prior is strictly related to

the Dirichlet and Beta processes [9, 16]. For W ∼ BS(W |V0, c), where W is either Fk,

or Gk, the distribution V0(t) = E[W (t)] is the prior mean and the continuous function

c(t) > 0 controls the variability of W . Under the BS prior, {− log(1 − W (t))}t≥0 is a

monotone, right-continuous random function with independent increments, W (0) = 0 and

limt→+∞− log(1 −W (t)) = ∞ with probability one [44]. Dirichlet processes constitute a

subset of BS models. But unlike the Dirichlet process, the BS prior is conjugate with respect

to right censored data [44]. If Z = {Zi}ni=1 is an independent, right-censored sample from

a distribution W and W ∼ BS(W |V0, c), then p(W |Z) = BS(W |Vn, cn) is again a BS with

closed from expressions for the posterior mean Vn and uncertainty parameter cn as described

in [44]. An advantage of using the BS prior is that, conditionally on right censored data,

the posterior distributions are available in closed form, and the summaries β and θ can be

easily simulated from the posterior.

When the same therapy is evaluated at decreasing dose levels k = 1, · · · , K, one can

assume that toxicity is non-increasing with k and enforce monotonicity of the parameters

(βk)
K
k=1 across treatments k with probability one by multiplying independent prior distribu-
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tions for (Gk)
K
k=1 and the indicator function of the event {β1 ≤ β2 . . . ≤ βK},

p(G1, · · · , GK) ∝ I(β1 ≤ β2 . . . ≤ βK)
K∏
k=1

BS(Gk|G0, c). (6)

In our oropharynx cancer study the treatment arms k are decreasing radiation doses. We

can therefore also assume that the efficacy is monotone non-increasing with respect to the

k = 1, · · · , K dose levels. For (Fk)
K
k=1, we therefore multiply, similar to (6), the independent

BS prior probabilities by the indicator function I(θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ . . . ≥ θK). For clinical trials

that evaluate different therapies, the assumption θk ≥ θk+1 may not be appropriate, and

can be easily removed from the model.

4 HPV-associated oropharynx cancer

In Section 4.1 we discuss the sensitivity of the trial operating characteristics to the design

parameters. We then evaluate in Sections 4.3 and 4.2 the de-intensification designs with

efficacy outcomes and with efficacy and toxicity co-primary outcomes.

4.1 De-escalation design with efficacy endpoints

We evaluate the operating characteristics of the design in Section 2.1 for different values of

S = (sI , SI , SNI ,mNI ,mI). We focus on a study that evaluates a single de-intensified

treatment with maximum sample size of nmax = 100 patients, an average enrollment

of 5 patients per month, tFU = 12 months follow-up, and θk is the 24-months RMST

θk = E[min(Yi, 24)|Ci = k]. The 24-months RMST of the SOC is θ0 = 22, (similar to cis-

platin+IMRT in HPV-associated oropharynx cancer) the null hypothesis is θ1 ≤ 20, ∆ = 2.

The prior is centered at an exponential distribution with RMST 20 and c0(t) = 10. We

consider five scenarios with RMST of arm 1 equal to 19, 20, 21, 21.5 or 22 months and a
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targeted type I error rate of α = 0.1 for our phase II de-escalation study.

We calibrate the parameter sI of the futility boundary bI(·) so that, assuming an expo-

nential outcome distribution, approximately a proportion pI = 0, 0.1, · · · , 0.9 of the simu-

lated trials are stopped early for futility when θ1 = θ0−∆. Algorithm S1 in the supplemen-

tary material describes this calibration.

Figure 2 summarizes selected operating characteristics of the Bayesian de-intensification

design of Section 2.1 across different values of Sj, j = I,NI, pI and mNI . Panels A and C of

Figure 2 indicate that, as expected, increasing values of SNI lead to larger power, but lead

also to an increasing average time before effective de-intensified therapies are declared non-

inferior. Similarly, for boundaries bNI(·) with shape parameter SNI close to 0, increasing

values of mNI lead to an increase in power (Panel B). Symmetrically, increasing values of SI

lead to higher power when large target proportions pI > 1/2 are used (Panel D), but also

to an extended average time required to stop inferior arms for futility (Panel E). Panels E

and F show that when large pI > 1/2 are used, the probability of stopping a non-inferior

treatment for futility and the power reduction can be large unless values of SI ≥ 3 are used.

[Figure 2 about here.]

4.2 HPV-associated oropharynx cancer

We apply the design of Section 2.1 retrospectively to four recent clinical studies in HPV-

associated oropharynx cancer. We extracted published PFS distributions Fk (Panel A of

Figure 3) from the recent de-intensification studies RTOG 1016, DeEscalate, Optima and

E1308 [15, 28, 38, 26], using the software DigitizeIt [19]. RTOG 1016 is a large randomized

(849 patient) phase III study, whereas the remaining three studies where smaller single arm

studies. The IMRT+Cisplatin SOC (black curve in Panel A) has an estimated 24-months

RMST of θ0 = 21.97 months.
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[Figure 3 about here.]

We consider a study with two de-intensified therapies, an average of 5 enrollments per

month, monthly interim analyses, tFU = 12 months follow-up time and null hypotheses

θk ≤ 20.7 (∆ = 1.27) are tested at an α = 0.1 level. For the Bayesian design we used

(SI , SNI ,mNI ,mI) = (5, 6, 50, 0). In each of the scenarios that we consider below, we use a

different pair of distributions from Panel A of Figure 3, to sample PFS outcomes for the 1st

and 2nd treatment. Blue and black survival functions have RMSTs θk that are non-inferior

to the SOC, whereas the remaining two distribution functions (yellow and brown) have

inferior RMSTs.

We initially determined a sample size mmax, assuming F1 = F0, to achieve approximately

a power of 90% for the first k = 1 experimental arm, enforcing different early stopping

probabilities pI under the null hypothesis when θ1 = 20.7 (Panel B of Figure 3). For

θ1 = θ0, the power shows little sensitivity to the choice of pI . Whereas with θ1 = 21.5 the

power varies substantially with pF > 0.6. Based on the Monte-Carlo calculations in Panel

B of Figure 3, we select mmax = 150 and use pI = 0.7.

Comparator designs. We compare the Bayesian design to alternative de-intensification

designs with different combinations of testing and futility stopping rules [20, 31, 33, 34]. At

each IA, similar to the Bayesian design, these designs may declare a treatment k non-inferior

and start evaluating arm k+1, or declare treatment k inferiority and stop the study. Futility

and non-inferiority IA are conducted monthly, starting after mmin = 50 enrollments.

Non-inferiority is tested in the comparator designs using the Repeated Confidence Interval

(RCI) method [20, 15]. At each interim and final analysis t, we estimate the RMST θ̂k from

the Kaplan-Meier estimate F̂k, V̂ ar(θ̂k) via bootstrap, and a (1 − αt)-confidence interval

[Lαt ,+∞) for θk obtained using the asymptotic normal distribution of θ̂k [47]. H0,k is then

rejected if Lαt > 20.7. The values (αt) are error-spending functions [34] targeting an overall
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∑
t αt = 0.1 type I error rate. We consider O’Brien-Fleming[31], Pocock [33] and linear

functions [34] (OF-RCI, P-RCI and L-RCI).

For futility IAs in the comparator study designs we consider three frequently used stop-

ping rules. (1) At each IA t we compute a p-value for the ‘’null” hypothesis (θk ≥ 21.97)

using a normal approximation for the distribution of θ̂k, and stop the study if the p-value

≤ 0.0025 as suggested in [12, 15]. (2) Alternatively, [23] suggested to use a p-value ≤ 0.05

cut-off. (3) The last futility rule uses the RCI [12] and stops the study at IA t if the (1−αt)

confidence interval (−∞, Ût], with overall
∑

t αt = 0.025 as suggested in [12], doesn’t include

θ0 = 21.97.

We first compared type I error rates and power of the designs for the first de-intensified

therapy (k = 1) in three scenarios with θ1 = 20, 20.7, 21.97 and mmax = 150 patients (Panel

E of Figure 3). To simplify the evaluation, we don’t consider interim futility analyses in

these three scenarios. RCIs with Pocock [33] and linear spending functions [34] do not

control type I error rates at the targeted α = 0.1 level with empirical type I error rates

of 0.26 and 0.23 across 10,000 simulations. O’Brien-Fleming boundaries have type I error

rates nearly identical to the nominal α level. Panel A of Figure S1 shows that the normal

approximation of the RMST estimates θ̂k in the RCI is not accurate for the initial IAs, which

lead to these inflated error rates, whereas the approximation becomes better towards the

end of the study (Panel B). O’Brien-Fleming boundaries are significantly more conservative

during the initial IAs than the linear and Pocock’s boundaries, and hence O’Brien-Fleming

boundaries are less affected by these approximation errors. Therefore, for the remaining

comparisons we use O’Brien-Fleming RCI-boundaries and the three futility stopping rules

described above (RCI-F1, RCI-F2 and RCI-F3).

Operating characteristics for arms k = 1, 2 . Panel A of Figure 4 summarizes the 8

scenarios that we consider in the two-arm study. For each scenario (x-axis) the first and
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second vertical bar indicate the RMSTs θ1 and θ2 that we consider with distributions F1

and F2 selected from Figure 3 (same colors). Treatments k = 1, 2 are non-inferior in the

first three scenarios, whereas the second de-intensified treatment is inferior in the last four

scenarios.

[Figure 4 about here.]

In scenario 1, both de-intensified treatments are non-inferior to the SOC with identical

RMSTs θ0 = θ1 = θ2. The Bayesian design has 93.8% and 87.9% power to declare the two

arms non-inferior, compared to 88.9% and 80% for the RCI-F1 design, see Panel B of Figure

4. The remaining two designs RCI-F2 and RCI-F3 have lower power (73.8% and 54.1% for

RCI-F2 and 75.1% and 56.6% for RCI-F3), respectively. The power in Panel B of Figure 4

for the second experimental arm, is defined as the probability that the study starts testing

treatment 2 and rejects H0,2 at final or IAs. Panel C shows, for both, arm k = 1, 2 the

probability that the study started testing treatment k and stopped treatment k early for

futility at IAs (solid vertical bar). For the 2nd treatment we also show the probability that

the study does not start testing the treatment (dashed vertical bar). For instance, for the

Bayesian design in scenario 5, the inferior 2nd treatment is not tested or it is stopped early

for futility with probability 0.95. Here the study does not start testing the treatment with

probabilities 0.40 and is stopped early for futility with probability 0.45. Panel C shows that

the futility stopping rule of RCI-F1 leads to a low probability of stopping inferior treatments

(scenario 8, θ1 = 20.7) early for futility (38.3%) compared to the RCI-F2 (93.2%) and RCI-

F3 (52.6%) and the proposed Bayesian design (81%). This leads in scenarios 5 and 7, where

the first de-intensified treatment is non-inferior, but θ1 is close to θ0−∆ = 20.7 (θ1 = 21.53

and 21.33), to a slightly larger power of the RCI-F1 compared to the remaining designs.

Scenarios 4 to 8, where the second de-intensified treatment is inferior to the SOC, shows

the benefit of testing experimental arms sequentially. For instance, if the first experimental
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arm is inferior (θ1 = 20.7, scenario 8), all designs start testing the inferior 2nd treatment

with less than 10% probability (10% for RCI-F1, RCI-F3 and the Bayesian design, and 7%

for RCI-F2).

4.3 The use of efficacy and toxicity co-primary outcomes

We consider testing non-inferior survival and toxicity reductions during the de-intensification

study. We assume the same enrollment rate (5 enrollments per months), prior model for

(Fk)k, tFU = 12 months and a 24-months RMST of θ0 = 29.97 for the historical SOC as in

the previous section, and a 24-months RMST for the 1st AE of grade ≥ 3 of β0 = 12.49

months (estimated from published data of RTOG-1016). The null hypothesis that we test

is H0,k = {(θk, βk) ∈ R2 : θk ≤ 20.7 or βk ≤ 12.49}. We consider again simulation scenarios

with distributions Fk (and θk) identical to Kaplan-Meier curves in Panel A of Figure 3.

Simulation scenarios include exponential distributions Gk for the time Xi until the 1st

grade-3 AE with 24-months RMST equal to βk = 12.49 or 14.5 months.

We use ∆ = 2, ∆L = 1 in (5) and ∆β = 0. The shape parameters Sj = 5 for the

futility and toxicity boundaries bI , bT and BT in (4), SNI = 6 for bNI , and we required 60

assignments before applying (toxicity, futility and non-inferiority) stopping rules. We tuned

the scale parameters sj in (4) for bI , bT so that with probability 0.5 inferior treatments or

treatments that do not reduce toxicities are stopped early at IAs.

We first determined for the 1st arm the power of the Bayesian design for a maximum

arm-specific sample sizes mmax within the range 150 to 300 patients (Panel A of Figure

5) when θ1 = θ0 and β1 = β0 + 2. With a targeted α = 0.1 level, the design requires

approximately 197 and 250 patients to achieve 80% and 90% power, respectively.

We then considered a two-arm de-intensification study (K = 2) with maximum overall

sample size per arm of mmax = 250 patients and evaluate the operating characteristics of
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the proposed Bayesian design in 8 scenarios that are summarized in Panel C of Figure 5.

PFS parameters θk are represented by vertical bars in Panel C (solid and dashed bars for θ1

and θ2, the colors are consistent with the distributions Fk in Panel A of Figure 3). Toxicity

parameters are indicated by the green triangles (βk = 14.5) and red stars (βk = 12.5) on

top of the vertical bars.

[Figure 5 about here.]

Panel B of Figure 5 shows the benefit of interim monitoring of efficacy and toxicity

endpoints. The figure shows, for the first treatment, the cumulative probability of stopping

the treatment for futility (y-axis), i.e. for inferiority or toxicity, by time t since the first

enrollment (x-axis) for four scenarios (scenarios 1, 3, 7 and 8: all combinations of θ1 = θ0−

∆, θ0 and β1 = β0, β0 + 2). For instance, if the treatment is inferior with θ1 = θ0−∆ = 20.7

but reduces toxicities (β1 = β0 + 2), then 64% of all simulated de-intensification trials

are stopped early for futility at IAs (scenario 8, golden curve with green triangle). In

comparison, if the treatment fails to reduce toxicities (θ1 = 20.7 and β1 = β0), then the

treatment is stopped early for futility in 77% of the simulations (scenarios 7, golden curve

with red stars).

Panel D of Figure 5 shows for both treatments the probability of rejecting H0,k (power,

solid vertical bars), and the probability that the study evaluates treatment k and stops this

arm early for futility (inferior survival or insufficient reduction of toxicities) at IAs (dashed

vertical bars). As before the power for the 2nd treatment is defined as the probability

that the study starts testing treatment 2 and rejects H0,2. For the 2nd treatment Panel D

shows also the probability that the 2nd treatment is not tested due to early termination

of the study (dotted vertical bars). If both treatments (k = 1, 2) extend the the RMST

of the 1st AE by two months (β1 = β2 = 14.49) compared to the SOC and have identical

survival outcomes (θ1 = θ2 = 21.97) the 1st and 2nd de-intensified treatment have 90% and
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82% power (scenario 1). In comparison, with a moderate non-inferior treatment effect of

θk = 21.53 in scenario 6 the power for the 1st treatment decreases to 63%.

Similar to the Bayesian design with efficacy primary endpoint of Section 2.1, scenarios 7

and 8 indicate the advantage of testing the 1st and 2nd treatment sequentially one after the

other. If the first treatment is inferior, the second treatment k = 2 is tested in 4% (scenario

7, β1 = 14.49) or in less than 1% (scenario 8, β1 = 12.49) of all simulations. Scenario 4

shows one limitation of the design, here both treatments have non-inferior survival but only

the 2nd treatment reduces toxicities, β1 = 12.49 and β2 = 14.49. In this case the study is

terminated early without testing the second treatment in 98% of all simulations.

5 Discussion

There has been a recent interest in developing de-intensified anti-cancer treatments with

similar survival as the current SOC and reduced AEs. [7, 29] identified 12 de-intensification

studies in oropharyngeal cancer that are currently ongoing or that recently reported results.

Compared to traditional superiority trials, which test superiority of experimental treat-

ments compared to the SOC, demonstrating (i) similarity in survival between de-intensified

treatments and the SOC, and (ii) reductions in AEs require large sample sizes. Investigators

often select large NI margins to reduce the size of the study [43]. Recent results in oropha-

ryngeal cancer showed that many de-intensification treatments fail to reduce toxicities and

have inferior survival compared to the SOC [15, 28]. As discusses in [43], many of these

studies (i) evaluate only survival or toxicity, (ii) do not have explicit futility early stopping

rules for survival and toxicity endpoints, and (iii) tend to use conservative early stopping

rules to avoid power reductions.

Motivated by a study at our institution, which tests two dose-reduced treatments, we

proposed a Bayesian design for multi-arm de-intensification studies. The design tests non-
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inferior survival and toxicity reductions sequentially using a Bayesian non-parametric model.

We proposed futility stopping rules to monitor both endpoints. The design parameters can

be tuned to calibrated trade-offs between power and the probabilities of stopping arms early

for inferior survival or insufficient evidence of toxicity reductions. In oropharynx cancer,

where survival rates five years after IMRT+cisplatin treatment are > 90%, the number

of observed OS and PFS events during the trial are typically small. Standard frequentist

methods based on large-sample normal approximations can perform poorly in this setting

and the Bayesian approach is an attractive alternative.

De-Intensified treatments in our design are tested one at the time, starting with the

treatment with the highest dose-level. This controls the number of patients exposed to

inferior treatments. As indicated in Section 4.3, one limitation of the Bayesian design is

that it could stop the first non-inferior arm (θ1 > θ0 + ∆) because of frequent toxicities

and terminate the study, but the 2nd treatment may potentially reduce toxicities (β2 > β0)

with non-inferior survival (θ2 > θ0 + ∆). The design can be modified, to account for this

limitation, with a definition of the decision to terminate the study or not that distinguishes

between negative results for arm 1 due to toxicities or due to PFS data.

We focused on non-controlled phase II de-intensification studies, but the design could

be modified to include a concurrent control arm. If the SOC is associated with severe

toxicities, it may be unethically to continue the assignment of patients to the SOC after the

null hypothesis H0,1 has been rejected. In this case the 1st de-intensified treatment could

be utilizes as the new control arm for testing the 2nd de-intensified experimental treatment.
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Figure 2: Operating characteristics of the de-intensification design in a single-arm study,
with maximum sample size nmax = 100 and mF = 0 for different design parameters
(pF , SF , SNI ,mNI). In all Panels, except panel two in the top row, mNI = 50. The first row
shows, for pF = 0 and different values of SNI and mNI , the power and the average study
duration. The second row shows, for SNI = 1 and different values of SF and pF , the power,
the probability of stopping the study early for futility and the average study duration.
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Figure 3: Panel A shows PFS Kaplan-Meier curves extracted from four recent de-
intensification studies (RTOG 1016, DeEscalate, Optima and E1308) which we use to
generate outcomes Yi. Panels B to D show selected operating characteristics of treat-
ment k = 1 for a maximum sample sizes mmax = 75, · · · , 350. Panel E shows, for
mmax = 150, pI = 0, SNI = 6,mNI = 50, power when θ1 = 21.97 (black bars), θk = 20.7 (yel-
low bars) and θk = 21.97 (brown bars) for the proposed Bayesian design and the three RCI
methods with O’Brien-Fleming[31], Pocock [33] and linear spending functions [34] (OF-RCI,
P-RCI and L-RCI).
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Figure 4: Operating characteristics of the de-intensification designs for a two-arm study
with efficacy primary endpoint and a maximum of mmax = 150 patients for each treatment.
Panel A summarizes the 24-month RMSTs θ1 and θ2 (y-axis) in each of the eight scenarios
(x-axis) that we consider. Panel B shows the power for the Bayesian design and the three
alternative designs (RCI-F1, RCI-F3 and RCI-F3). Panel C shows probability of stopping
treatment 1 and 2 at an IA for futility (solid vertical line), and probability that the 2nd
treatment is not tested due to early termination of the study (dashed vertical line). Panel
D shows the average enrollment of the two-arms trial on the 1st and 2nd de-intensified
treatments.
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Figure 5: Operating characteristics of Bayesian de-intensification designs for a study with
efficacy and toxicity co-primary endpoints. Panel A shows the power for treatment k = 1
when θ1 = θ0 and β1 = β0 + 2 with maximum sample size mmax between 150 and 300
patients. Panel B shows the probability of stopping treatment k = 1 for futility (either
for inferior survival or low evidence of reduced toxicities) when θ1 = θ0 (black curves) and
β1 = β0, β0 + 2 (red cross and green triangles) and when θ1 = θ0−∆ = 20.7 (yellow curves)
and β1 = β0, β0 + 2 (red cross and green triangles) for a study with maximum sample
size mmax = 250 patients. Panel C summarizes the 24-month RMSTs (θk, βk), k = 1, 2 in
each of the eight scenarios (x-axis) that we consider. The vertical bars (y-axis) indicate
θk, whereas green arrows (βk = 14.5) and red stars (βk = 12.5) on top of the vertical bars
indicate toxicity parameters. Panel D shows, for both treatments, the power (solid bar),
the probability of stopping treatment evaluation early for futility at IAs (dashed bars), and
the probability that the 2nd treatment is not tested due to early termination of the study
(dotted bars).
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Parameter

mmax maximum number of enrollments per arm
mI ,mT ,mNI minimum number of enrollments to treatment k before arm k can be stopped

for inferiority (mI) or toxicity (mT ), and H0,k can be rejected (mNI)
∆,∆L,∆k margins used for testing non-inferiority and for early futility stoping
∆β margin used for early stopping due to insufficient toxicity reductions
bj(·), Sj, sj non-inferiority (j = NI), inferiority (j = I) and toxicity (j = T ) boundary bj(·),

with shape and scale parameters Sj and sj
pI , pT sj, j = I, T are selected so that a proportion of pI and pT trials are

stopped early at IAs when treatment k has inferior survival (pI)
or does not reduce toxicities (pT )

Table 1: Summary of parameters in the de-intensification designs with efficacy primary
endpoint (Sections 2.1), and efficacy and toxicity co-primary endpoints (Sections 2.2).
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